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• Our comprehensive ticket-based solution provides added value to all your customer groups, 
fully flexible to meet all of your and your customer’s needs

• Supports license plate recognition in combination with tickets for maximum security, parking 
guidance systems and single-space monitoring for customer convenience

• Enables complementary services, such as validated parking or central operations control

• Ideal for city garages, airports, convention centers, stadiums and shopping malls

The Ticket Advanced parking system by SKIDATA is the ideal ticket-based solution that offers a 
broad variety of value adding services for you and your customers. It can get flexibly designed 
to meet your targets for revenue generation, high customer convenience, extra security 
standards and maximum automation of operational processes.

www.skidata.com

Ticket Advanced Solution
The comprehensive, flexible parking system for greater added value

FlexibelComprehensive High added value



Perfectly tailored to your customers’ needs

Not only typical short-term parkers enjoy a smooth access by 
issuing a paper ticket, also contract parkers can easily enter 
your car park with their employee or customer cards.

Add Parking Guidance to your system, an easy-to-follow guidance 
solution with integrated single-space monitoring that directs your 
parking customers to the next empty stall in a quick, secure fashion. 

With an added sweb Validate option your parking customers 
can also have their parking validated at nearby shops.

The innovative sweb mobile Pay offers your customers a 
cashless and touchless payment experience with their own 
mobile phone (no App, no registration required).

Finally, integrated license plate recognition allows your 
customers to enjoy the benefits of your parking facility with 
the added ease of smooth, free-flowing entry and exit.

Meeting your requirements 

The Ticket Advanced Solution adjusts readily to your requirements. It allows 
you to add on all the services you need or want for your business, allow-
ing you to fully custom tailor the system to your individual requirements.

Whether with integrated marketing channels or facility controls, data 
analysis or support of a wide range of data carriers – the Ticket Ad-
vanced Solution ensures the highest possible added value for you.  

What is more, its visual appearance lets it blend in perfectly with any 
modern environment. SKIDATA Automated Payment Machines are 
easy to use and come in a high-quality design. They support a wide 
range of payment options, and they provide a high cash and tick-
et storage capacity in addition to a long overall product life cycle. 

The license plate recognition system allows you to raise the lev-
el of security and ticket fraud prevention or reduce the re-
sources required for handling instances of ticket loss. 

Flexible add-on services with 
high added value 

Secure cashless payment via 
smartphone with sweb® Mobile Pay.

To grow your garage utilization level 
and turnover, you can sell parking val-
idations to nearby business partners 
via the sweb Validate web service. 

To pay before leaving, short-term parkers simply scan 
the QR code on their ticket using their smartphone cam-
era. Three is no need for an extra app, as sweb Mobile 
Pay will automatically direct them to the web page for 
online payments, where they are already registered. 
Once the payment transaction is complete, they can 
use the ticket to exit the parking facility.
As a result, the need to wait in line at an attended or 
automated pay point is effectively reduced, as is your 
operational effort. This is because you have to spend 
fewer resources on things like emptying, refilling and 
maintaining Automated Payment Machines.
Sweb Mobile Pay integrates easily and instantly into 
existing parking systems.

You can control and monitor your 
facilities locally, centrally or via mobile 
connections using sweb Control.

In addition, the centralized data 
analysis and business intelligence 
solution sweb Analyze allows 
you to optimize your business 
efficiently and transparently.

 The system’s configuration 
is tailored precisely to your 
individual requirements.

 Updates and add-ins for the SKIDATA system 
are usually applied via remote maintenance. 

 If required, SKIDATA will seamlessly integrate any additional 
systems or your existing IT infrastructures into the solution.

sweb® Validate sweb® Control sweb® Analyze

The comprehensive 
high-end parking system
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The Ticket Advanced Solution is your ticket to making your parking facility instantly ready for the future. 
The software package is immediately ready to use.

It contains all important component, e. g. sweb Mobile Pay that makes paying easier than ever before. 
No cash, no cards, no long queues at the APM: Customers simply complete the payment process online 
via their smartphone. 

SKIDATA Software Package

© 2021 SKIDATA GmbH. All rights reserved. The content provided herein is subject to change and possible editorial errors. Country-specific versions may vary. SKIDATA® and sweb® are 
registered trademarks of SKIDATA GmbH in the USA, the European Union and other countries. skiosk® is a registered trademark of SKIDATA GmbH in the European Union. Terms and 
conditions of the authorized SKIDATA distributor apply. The operator is fully responsible for compliance with any legal provisions applicable to the operation of the products.
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Ask your local sales representative to learn more about our SKIDATA Packs.

A variety of functionality and flexible combination possibilities: with SKIDATA Packs, you can individual-
ly decide which package best suits you. From the basic equipment to the premium version, you are free to 
choose: You do not have to assemble any components - you will receive a complete package tailored to your 
needs. This gives you full flexibility in all four areas (entry, cash payment, cashless payment and exit).

• Basic: the smart parking solution for car parks with limited budget.
• Eco: the parking solution with essential functionality for standard car parks.
• Business: the perfect parking solution for revenue optimization with advanced features.
• Premium: the high-end parking solution with the most innovative technology.

SKIDATA hardware packages - 
various options to match your needs


